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6:25pm EST / 5:30pm ET A report released on Friday claims several incidents of sexual assault
at or near US consulate in Cuba, among them the latest involving US ambassador George
William Walker Wilson and former Cuban President Fulgencio Batista. The report is based on
information reviewed in the report, released shortly afterwards by the National Intelligence
Council (NBEC). The report provides a detailed portrait of recent US investigations involving
sexual assault and exploitation at the Cuban consulate in Washington DC, which has at times
been the target of alleged child sex crimes. The report further contends with numerous other
complaints alleging that US officials have sexually molested, sexually assaulted and trafficked
minors. In recent years the CIA, in its efforts to combat terrorism and increase economic
opportunity, has seen an increase of at least 10.5% in the number of US visitors to Cuba
annually and an annualized spike of 20% annually in the number of foreigners admitted to the
country, compared with 2000, according to the report. The number of Cubans admitted to Cuba
annually jumped from 1957 to 1685 and in 2012 its final peak in 2009 was 1381. Earlier this
month, WikiLeaks released a lengthy, detailed account of its "War Room" CIA hacking effort
targeting diplomats â€“ particularly a delegation at the International Trade Minister's Dinner in
Geneva yesterday that, the paper points out, revealed that in-country spies allegedly used the
US diplomatic corps to conduct "massive hacking operations". CIA has repeatedly denied
claims of sexual assault from whistleblowers in its investigations. The National Security Archive
website cited three years of internal CIA complaints about the "war room attack" within the
embassy â€“ involving US consular officials and other US consulates â€“ as one key reason an

earlier attempt to breach the embassy resulted in more than one year in prison being imposed
by the US Government. The CIA reported in their new report, "US Foreign Agents Abusing
Diplomatic Services: Cuba's Firing of US Consular Officers since 1983", that its internal "wars"
investigations resulted in over two and a half million illegal US "tanks, as well as numerous
other US intelligence and security contractor investigations" of the US consulate in Havana â€“
including, the report adds, the rape of 14 female diplomats for their information over a
three-year period during which only three were killed or "removed or prosecuted based [sic]
due to their false reports". The report alleges that UFO logs from this year include numerous
alleged operations and violations of US domestic standards. An investigation into allegations
that US officials were providing material support to hostile agents, a covert operation to send
prostitutes from Cuba to the Dominican Republic and other US and US consulates in Havana,
appears to be ongoing. The report also reveals that the CIA conducted several internal
"investigation cases" of alleged US and Cuban-American pedophilia â€“ including alleged
sexual abuse and prostitution for money and political advantage â€“ between 1987 and 2002
while providing the CIA with evidence that included numerous children and "unfinished
business activities", according to the report â€“ including an attempt by CIA agents to sell
"satellite dishes, laptops, radios, equipment and even weapons to suspected homosexual men
and the wives of US officers". In 2010 officials at the CIA, according to official declassified CIA
reports, interviewed an underage Cuban in Washington DC on an allegation that CIA managers
were engaged in sexual abuse and a cover-up as the alleged victims' families complained. The
unnamed alleged victim said she came back to the agency to report her harassment and abuse
and to find one of her own officers, allegedly identified under the codename "Aunt Mary", had
taken a woman's hair from her without her noticing. "Aunt Mary", a name that many senior
officials have attributed to another victim of the CIA's alleged cover-up, has also been reported
to be a member of a sexual relationship to the CIA, according to the report and, in many cases,
to some of the CIA's other staff. A senior CIA official who asked to remain anonymous, agreed
"the US personnel would probably be surprised to learn of Aunt Mary." And it remains unclear
whether she was an intelligence asset for the CIA or whether she had a "close relationship" with
an American official. "I don't know how that could be true when that was our best friend's house
or his wife or a hotel," one of the suspects in this case said. CIA records show that in August
2013 this agent was charged with child sex abuse for failing to report a child prostitute in
Washington DC who allegedly abused a young child. It has been claimed that the agents
involved were later found with minors on some occasions in an operation where some CIA
informants claim CIA was paid off and that they were paid $700 dollars for information and
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